
Dear Mr. Jackson:

I read your excellent piece in the 11-16-2010 edition of the Chicago Sun Times, Commentary 
section, about the pervasive marginalization of black males through the criminal "justice" 
system.  I'm writing to ask for your help in instituting a program to allow federal inmates to grow 
their own food in inmate gardens.  

I am currently in federal custody in FCC Forrest City Low, Forrest City, Arkansas.  I practiced 
law for almost 20 years.  I'm here on a 15 year sentence for allegedly evading someone else's 
taxes, and conspiring to defraud the IRS.  I publish to my blog at www.oastilley.wordpress.com 
every few days.  Feel free to look there for a short biography and my explanation of the nature of 
the alleged offense, which is currently the subject of an appeal.

You doubtless know that the decline in the general health of the people of the United States 
threatens the very underpinnings of our society.  The federal government spends nearly a quarter 
of its bloated budget on health care, the majority of which is necessitated by lifestyle choices, 
such as an unhealthy diet and inadequate exercise.  The poor are increasingly dependent upon an 
increasingly undependable federal government for health care.  It doesn't have to be this way.

The prison where I reside took away our salad bar and real fruit juices.  They won't sell healthy 
food on commissary.  They destroyed the inmate gardens and cut down all the trees on the prison 
grounds.  The only way to get a raw onion, carrot, or potato is to steal it.  This deprivation of the 
opportunity to eat a healthy diet injures the health of all inmates.  

I am told that the prison controls 900 acres of mostly good agricultural land at taxpayer expense, 
probably by way of long term lease.  Yet we can't grow any vegetables at all, for our own 
consumption or otherwise.  Thus all inmates must eat the unhealthy diet of processed, refined 
foods that the prison supplies.

I've asked that the possibility of gardening be reinstated.   I want inmates to be allowed to lease 
land from the prison at fair market value, so that inmates can grow their own food.  I envision a 
system whereby inmates form groups, lease substantial tracts of land, and sublease plots for 
individual members of the group.  The groups would take at least some financial responsibility 
for liability and for any misbehavior of their group.  That's a powerful incentive against 
negligence or other wrongdoing, and valuable protection of the prison's legitimate interests.  

This should be an opportunity for inmates to learn how to cost effectively garden just as they 
would if they were back in their community.  No tax dollars are needed or desired for this 
program.  The costs should be borne, and the profits reaped, solely by the inmates who created 
them.   

An article at page 78 of the November 15, 2010 edition of Fortune magazine, starting at page 85, 
has the following quote by Corey Booker, mayor of Newark, New Jersey:

"They get out, come back to Newark, and go back to committing crimes.  I've come to 
realize that most of us human beings are far more rational economic actors than we care 
to think about.  Imagine if you come out of prison.  You have thousands of dollars in  
child-support arrears and an angry mother of your child who urgently needs help.  You 
have thousands of dollars of parking tickets and your driver's license is suspended, so 
you can't drive legally.  You have immediate needs of food.  You have challenges with 
housing.  Now get a job.  You might not have attained high levels of education, and you 
now have a criminal conviction.  In this economy employers have choices.  So you're 



probably going to make a rational economic decision that you need to get back into the 
narcotics trade quickly so you can feed yourself and your family and so forth.”

The article goes on to talk about a program called "Office of Re-Entry" a partnership with the 
Manhattan Institute, a well known right leaning organization.  Booker praised the concept of 
"left-right coalitions."   Booker said that the Office of Re-Entry has about a 10% recidivism rate, 
compared with the 65% state and national average.

Martin Luther King dreamed of a day when individuals would be judged on the content of their 
character, not the color of their skin.  Did he dream that individuals be judged by the content of 
character warped and twisted by a system that systematically fails?   How long should the people 
of the USA tolerate a system that incarcerates at a rate 5 times the average incarceration rate of 
the industrialized world, with correctional results that can only be described as wretched?

The desire to reduce the tax burden without sacrificing public safety transcends political 
ideology.  Gardening improves health both by the exercise and the fresh vegetables produced, 
which in turn reduces the tax burden for taxpayer subsidized health care.  Gardening is much 
more lucrative than any other legal economic opportunities in this prison.   Gardening is thus an 
antidote to the economic desperation that Mayor Booker correctly identifies as a major driver of 
recidivism.

I've already asked for reinstatement of personal inmate gardens, by way of a "cop-out" or formal 
request to staff, submitted to Warden T. C. Outlaw many months ago.  Warden Outlaw refuses to 
acknowledge so much as the receipt of this request.  

Please respond and let me know if you are interested.  I am having this sent to you on my 
personal email, by means of assistance on the outside. 

Thanks very much,

Oscar Stilley
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